
Date 3 Sept 2006 

Hare Doormouse 

Venue Young Streer 

OnOn  French Picnic 

Link to SH3OnSec Homepage 

was start #432.1-a i.e. under the 
railway, up the hill BUT right 
half way to the trees, and along 
a path in the bushes, now trees, 
and off towards the "Show 
Farm". It took all Dormouse's 
skills to get the unlooking, 
uncaring FRBs back from the 
trees and on this first of his 
many serious back checks, he 
was lucky, even Popeye came 
back - but it was close. 
Catching up with the small knot 
of strollers, presumably tipped 
off about the direction, they, 
having not experienced the first 
of the genre, were milling about 
a hundred yards past the 
"normal" path up the hill not 
even half aware of the concept 
of back, but back it was - again 
(2 nill). Half way up we break 
out into the openness of the 
field, no path but plenty of  
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trail, and test the voltage of the 
electric fence with various parts 
of the anatomy depending on 
leg length. I would estimate 12 
Kv (by hand, much higher by 
bollock), about the same as a 
1953 magneto G3 in the dry. 
The Virgin back check was 
reversed at this point, so we 
saw the bit we didn't see last 
time and the difference kicked 
in, and 3 nill. Soon we were  
at the big open bit wandering 
around in the herbs and 
eventually finding the check 
mark in the middle of the rough 
but by this time the penny had 
dropped for the FRBs, they 
eventually swung left and back, 
and I suppose it was 4 nill. 
With that score, it seemed we 
needed a collective noun for 
back checks! We have plenty 
for daft checks like FRB laid the 

"No its not the same as last 
time - you know the Virgin's run, 
totally different!" - don't know 
about economic with the truth, 
but definitely economic with 
reccies! With her GMness back 
from hols and the French Pic-
Nic all fuelled up with the 
content of a French Lidl - same 
as English but priced in Euros - 
the woodwork is  positively 
empty. Some have come from as  
far as Orange County, even 
Honey Nuts (Flop-Flop's 
chauffeur) hung about for  
a bit before buggering off safely 
before the run. 
Well, on the dot of 11:00:27 
(sorry I was chatting, not 
needing to avoid any  
attempts at pre-run cobblers), it 

other week- a "Marathon" of 
obvious Checks, a "Rout" of 
straight through checks, etc. So 
I propose a "Joy" of back 
checks and the further those 
FRBs have to come back  
the more Joyous! 
Yes, I knew down the hill at the 
pic-nic table was to yet another 
back check, but that is what 
they are for! If you get there in 
time, and consider your self a 
"tasty" runner GO DOWN, its 
the poor bastards at the back 
who don't have to, NOT YOU. 
They need the time to catch up 
you Don't. 
Well not being one to remember 
the whole bloody thing, I'll fast 
forward to the tunnel. NOT a 
back check. Not any check. Just 
the inability of the FRBs to spot 
they are not on trail! Down they 

all went, not a trace of flour, the  
sheep, me included, down we 
went, then the penny dropped - 
no trail. Calling was, quite 
correctly, absent (not always an 
indication!) but back I went  
through the dis -believing and 
there it was, through the trees 
and up to the high path. But 
could we get the errent FRBs 
back on the straight and 
narrow?  
Naaaah - local knowledge had 
kicked in and how ignominious 
it would be to come all that way 
back up AND struggle through 
all the sheep! When we got to  
the check overlooking the Priory 
there they all were FRBing away, 
not a sign of trail, won't get 'em 
back now we'll have to manage 
without them, Oooo-er how will 
we manage? We did! 

Well the very last back check 
could quite well have been 
forward - there was a path, but 
with the score practicaly 10 nill, 
why not keep it up? Just as well 
for me, a paddle in the mole to 
get the cow pat off and a limpse 
of a King Fisher was a bonus. 
Back at the start the "New 
Mugs" are in evidence. The 
normal moaning at anything 
new is apparent, Stag 
demanding return of the enamel 
and bacteria versions, and 
insisting plastic is death, ho-
hum, Bumble has a last "Don't  
chip the mugs" and another era 
ended and entered. 
Great to see MFI and Sicknote - 
still speaking to us despite the 
Wales weekend! 

Doormouse Shows the  
Way Backwards 

Grand Master : 
BonnBugle 

(Jo Avey) 
01483 723746 (h)  

 
Joint Masters:  

Lightswitch 
(Mo Wood) 

01372  813392(h) 
and 

Cardiff Conversion 
(Ian Jobe) 

  07808 824113(m)  
 

Religious Advisor : 
Gibber 

(Gerry Gurney) 
 01372 386921 (h) 

 
Clutcher’s Mate : 

Short An 
(Angela Squires)  

01372  458892 (h) 
 

Hash Cash : 
Chunderos 

(Lorraine Piercy) 
01372 454907 (h)  

Trail Master : 
Dr Death 

(Peter Fleming) 
01932 853660 (h) 
DapperHasherie: 

Greenpeace  
(Cherry Alingham) 
020 8940 2558 (h) 

Beer Meister: 
J Arthur (Thomas) 

01483 224491 
Joint-Secs : 

Vidal  
(Yvonne Clough) 

01483 277174 (h) 
Tequil’ over  

(Richard Piercy) 
01372-454907(h) 

onsec@sh3onsec.org 
 www.sh3onsec.org 



Tequill’over 
47 Dowlans Road 

Great Bookham 
Surrey 

KT23 4LF 
sh3onsec@sh3onsec.org 

www.sh3onsec.org 
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1640 17-Sept Popeye & 
Hairybuns 

Engleford Green  

1641 24-Sept Eskimo Nell B’day + Bbq  

1642 01-Oct Hare Wanted   

1643 08-Oct Tosser   

1644 15-Oct Low Profile & 
First On 

Chiddingfold  

1645 22-Oct J Arthur   

1646 29-Oct Judy &  
Chunderous 

  

Run 1639 

Date 10-Sep-2006 

Hare Golden Balls 

Venue Normandy 

On On  Good Intent 

SSA New 107 B4 

OS 926 516 

Scribe Tosser Directions: 

Take A3 to Guildford. Turn off at sign for A323 Aldershot. 
Follow for about 5 miles. At Normandy was memorial turn 
right into Hunts Hill road and then immediately left into 
car park.  
Good Intent is in Puttenham 

Runs start at 11:00 sharp! 

Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to sh3onsec@sh3onsec.org 

Scribe 

 
Affix Stamp 

 Here 
2006 Oil Company Hash  

And GH3 1111 
 

19:00 on Mon 11th September  
(SH3 and the Oil Hashers don’t have to run in the dark!) 
£5 for run, food (barbeque) and drink (Hogs Back or Surrey 
Hills). £5 for t-shirt (optional and if we have enuff). 
Directions: From Guildford: A25 then A246. About 0.75 miles 
before Bell & Colville rbt turn left to Place Farm. 

Eskimo Nell is having a birthday party on Saturday 
23rd of September in Sibford Village Hall 

(followed by Run No 1641 24th Sept).  
 

(Party invitation and list of hotels and B&B is being sent in 
separate document.) 
We would like to extend the invitation to the party to all 
Surrey H3 members.  
However, we do need to know numbers in order to order 
enough food and drink.  
Also there is a maximum number of people we are able to 
have in the Hall so once we reach maximum that's it.  
Could people can let us know if they would like to attend 
as soon as possible and by 14th of September latest.  

Saturday 16th Sept. @ Kingswood Village Club  
9th Annual KLOT Hash starts at 6pm 

Afterwards - BBQ (provided bring all you need to eat 
and eat with) Rupert's Bear Cats (trad jazz band) 

Bar till midnight(ish) Crash space available Barn Dance Friday 29th Sep: tickets now available 


